Montour School District
MES opens Lego makerspace

Ever since Montour opened its new elementary school at the
executive Rich Fitzgerald presented Montour with
beginning of this school year, the Montour community has been
a proclamation recognizing the school’s efforts.
celebrating the opening of rooms dedicated to teaching students
In McDonald’s own remarks, she invited attendees
skills using innovative methods.
to complete an exercise
On Feb. 22, Montour celebrated
that illustrated the
the opening of its latest room.
complexity of thought
Situated prominently atop the
that goes into making a
library overlooking the building’s
simple Lego structure.
atrium, the Brick Maker Space
McDonald asked those in
Powered by Lego Education
attendance to assemble a
Solutions allows students to
duck out of a mini-kit of
utilize hundreds of Lego bricks
Legos that had been placed
and cutting-edge technology to
under their seats. The results
bring what they’re learning in
were varied, just like the
the classroom to life. Students
kinds of designs students
can make their own custom Lego
come up with in a hands-on
bricks using a 3D printer and laser
maker classroom.
ABOVE: Montour superintendent Dr. Christopher Stone and Silver
engraver. They can also build
“There’s actually 24
McDonald, president of Lego Education North America, cut the ribbon
iconic structures using architecture
active
engagements going
to Montour’s Brick Makerspace Powered by Lego Education Solutions
kits, make stop-motion movies with room. BELOW: Following the ribbon cutting, students got to try out the on in your mind…as you’re
Station, a collaborative workplace that has a Lego replica of
the use of a Go-Pro camera, test car Creation
building...,” said Silver. “The
the elementary school as its centerpiece.
designs on a custom racetrack and
great part is there’s no right
more.
or wrong answer, and that’s
Using additional maker tools like
what Lego Education is all
Makey Makey and Arduino boards,
about and that’s also what
students can even integrate circuits,
maker is all about, and so
robotics, coding and more into their
that’s part of why it’s such a
designs.
great collaboration between
Not unlike other maker spaces
Montour School District and
popping up at elementary schools
Lego Education….”
across the country, the Brick
Lego wasn’t the only
Maker Space Powered by Lego
partner Montour relied on to
Education Solutions encourages
build its Lego maker room.
learning through play. Via handsCo-principal Jason Burik
on experimentation, students learn
describes the room as a
about concepts of design, science,
far-reaching effort with a
math, engineering and more.
multitude of partners. Parents donated to help the school
To build this particular makerspace, MES co-principal Jason
outfit a library with Lego books that the school purchased
Burik and Montour’s director of innovation Justin Aglio designed
from Barnes and Noble. Area residents donated Lego
the room to focus squarely on Legos. They also reached out to
bricks at drop-off points and school solicitor Ira Weiss
Lego itself and held some videoconferences to show company
made a monetary donation. Image360 created all the
representatives the room. Some of those representatives, including signage for the room, including a wraparound graphic
Silver McDonald, president of Lego Education North America,
for the central workstation. They also worked with MES
flew in from Boston for the opening reception.
co-principal Jason Shoaf, Aglio and Burik to design the
In remarks at that reception, Montour superintendent Dr.
official logo, which was approved by Lego Education
Christopher Stone applauded the ongoing efforts of Montour
and hangs outside the room.
educators as they continue to innovate and embrace new teaching
Additional support came from Robinson Township
methods.
and Montour’s own high school students, who
“Over the past seven months, since opening this beautiful
helped in a number of ways. Parkway West Career
facility, you guys have really re-thought and re-imagined the
and Technology students built the room’s Creation
education classes for our children to include greater opportunities
Station, a large workspace at the center of the room
for students to encourage their creativity,” Stone said.
that not only stores Lego bricks but also allows for
Stone also thanked local officials and school board members for
student collaboration. Students in Jesse Langman’s
continuing to put students first. In recognition of Montour’s efforts technology education class built the room’s sixto educate and train the workforce of tomorrow, Allegheny County lane racetrack while students in Nicole Stagl’s
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Lego maker space, cont.
early education class collaborated with MES faculty
to design curricula for students in grades K through
four. Stagl says the lessons are aligned with current
standards and are math-focused, teaching students
concepts of addition, multiplication, area and
perimeter.
The day prior to the Feb. 22 event, students in
April Fisher’s college in high school business
courses, which are run in partnership with Point
Park University, designed an activity with MES
students to create large, Lego-style mosaic graphics
in the school’s entryway. One of Fisher’s students,
Brady Carver, says students developed the idea
themselves and that they had MES students color
large sheets of paper that they then hung on the
walls. Carver says elementary students loved the
project and that it was hard to get some of them to
stop.
Students in two college in high school courses
- hospitality and tourism along with the sports,
entertainment and marketing course - developed
the activity, which Fisher says allowed them to test
market an idea in a real life setting.
Using Legos to educate is nothing new at
Montour. High school students studying biomedical
science in collaboration with West Penn Hospital
have used Legos to design healthcare facilities.
These past three summers, participants in Montour’s
Summer Steam Camp could take a Lego course to
experiment with designs and design challenges.
Two years ago, participants built a scaled replica of
Montour Elementary School, which now sits in the
middle of the Lego room’s maker table.
Now that the school has its own dedicated
Lego room, the school is also able to integrate
technology that it has already been testing. A
couple of years ago, Montour partnered with CMU
to test NoRILLA, a learning device created by
PhD candidate Nesa Yannier. The mixed-reality
workstation challenges students to learn about
engineering by building designs that can withstand
the force of its shaker table. Students are prompted
to construct designs depicted on a screen and
refine those designs by developing their own. The
NoRILLA workstation has since been added to
the Lego room, where students will be able to test
designs.
“Research shows us that students are five times
more likely to learn using that machine as opposed
to just using a computer-based learning device by
itself,” Burik said in remarks during the Feb. 22
reception.
A video showcasing how the room was
constructed can be viewed on the district’s
YouTube channel at www.MontourSchools.com.
“We have already seen so many creative lessons
take place in the unique learning space and look
forward to our staff and students enjoying the
room for years to come,” says Burik.
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ABOVE: Silver McDonald, president of Lego Education North
America, builds with Montour Elementary students.
RIGHT: An animation studio allows students to make stopmotion movies using Legos.

ABOVE: Montour elementary students try out a
racetrack for Lego cars.
RIGHT: Montour Elementary School co-principals
Jason Shoaf and Jason Burik pose for a picture
with life-size Lego man on a couch made out of
giant Legos.

LEFT:
BELOW LEFT:
BELOW RIGHT:

CLOCKWISE FROM
ABOVE: Students
create using
Montour’s Lego
collection. Students
check out Lego
architecture kits.
Students try out
NoRILLA, a mixedreality educational
workstation
developed by
Carnegie Mellon
University PhD
candidate Nesa
Yannier (pictured at
right).

Montour’s director of academic
achievement (K-4) and district innovation
named to 40 under 40 list

Students
perform with
WACA Honors Band

   Pittsburgh Magazine named Justin Aglio,
Montour’s director of academic achievement
(K-4) and district innovation, to its 40 Under 40
list for 2017 this past November. According to
the publication, the list includes 40 Pittsburghers
under the age of 40 who are making a difference,
whether they be inventors, innovators,
philanthropists or givers.
   At Montour, Aglio has been at the forefront of
an effort by the district to integrate technology and
innovation into the classroom. He’s also helped
Justin Aglio
the district forge relationships with partners such
as the Carnegie Science Center, Carnegie Mellon University, Common
Sense Education and Google. Several articles written or co-written by
Aglio about Montour’s efforts have appeared in national publications
such as EdSurge, Education Week and Getting Smart. He’s also helped
coordinate educational summits hosted by Montour for regional educators.
   Prior to coming to Montour, Aglio worked at a number of other awardwinning schools. He is currently pursuing a doctorate in leadership and
administration at Point Park University.
   In Pittsburgh Magazine’s profile about Aglio, the publication notes
Montour Elementary School’s Minecraft Education Lab and new Brick
Makerspace Powered By LEGO Education Solutions.

WACA is an honors band festival
comprised of nine local school districts in
western Allegheny County. Montour was
fortunate to have eight students selected to
participate this year. The concert was held this
year at Carlynton High School.

NiNi Curcione, Lauren Harrison, Nathan DelSanto, Alexa
Senott, Danny Spezialetti, Logan Giles, Taylor Froehlich and
Alex Campbell participated in the WACA honors band festival.

Annual Nucci-Finny Tournament raises another $1,200 for scholarship fund
Student members of the Montour Association of
Marketing and Advertising organization raised $1,200 for
the Nucci-Finny Scholarship Fund in February. MAMA
members raised those dollars by once again organizing a
two-on-two basketball tournament in the Montour Athletic
Center on Feb. 2. The event was generously sponsored by
Diehl Automotive.
Dollars raised through the tournament were presented
to the families of Brandon “Nucci” Chiarelli and Brian
“Finny” Finnegan at Montour’s home game against West
Allegheny on Feb. 2. Two standout basketball players for
Montour, Chiarelli and Finnegan passed away 17 years
ago in a tragic car accident while en route to the final
game of the season.
This year’s Nucci-Finny Basketball Tournament
This year’s Nucci-Finny Basketball Tournament attracted 112 players and raised
attracted 112 students. Teams were guaranteed to play
$1,200.
bake sale coincided to raise money for the scholarship
at least three games and, if they won their pool, the team
advanced to a single-elimination bracket. The brother-sister duo of fund.
Each year, the Nucci-Finny Scholarship Fund awards
Jake and Courtney Thomas came out on top as champions of the
scholarship dollars to a promising, graduating Montour
tournament.
student athlete who has demonstrated leadership and
MAMA members Nolan Hutter and Anthony Tambellini headed
up this year’s tournament. Members of the varsity basketball teams character. Donations to the Nucci-Finny Scholarship
Fund can be made at any PNC Bank branch.
volunteered their time as referees throughout the tournament. A

Want more good news about Montour?
Search #MontourProud on Twitter.
Follow Montour High School @hilltopspartan
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IDEA CREATebrary stimulating classroom innovation

Technology in the IDEA CREATebrary includes 3D printers, a sewing machine, Hummingbird robotics kits, Makey Makeys and green screen technology.

At any one time at the Montour High School library, students
“To start the course, we ask students to take a film they know
might be just as likely to be checking out a book as live streaming
well and to ‘switch’ the genre of it,” says Budda. “For example,
a language lesson in Mandarin or collaborating on a lesson using
‘Mean Girls’ is a comedy. What would it be like done as a horror
Google Chromebooks.
film? Then, in small groups, students create a trailer for their
This school year, school librarian and media specialist Pam
newly imagined movie through various steps.”
DiIani has continued to facilitate the use of technology at the high
Students in the class used the IDEA CREATebrary’s green
school with a new project that involves transforming a classroom
screen capabilities to film trailers for such an imagined film
into a multi-purpose makerspace. The new
against a backdrop from another film. They edited
classroom has been named the IDEA (innovate,
their clips in iMovie and shared their work with
design, engineer, art) CREATebrary - which stands
their class. Then they discussed what students had
for collaborate, research, electronics, application
to do to change the film’s genre. One group of
and technology. DiIani says the classroom was
students transformed the animated film “Beauty
designed to give students and teachers a space
and the Beast” into a war film.
for exploring their interests and for project-based
Kara Olshenkske’s French II class, meanwhile,
learning experiences.
has been using the green screen and recording
“This space houses 3D printers, a sewing
equipment in the IDEA CREATEbrary to produce
machine, Hummingbird robotics kits,
skits in French.
MakeyMakeys and green screen technology,” says
“The students had to write a script in French
DiIani. “It also utilizes general craft supplies and
and then find a background to act as the ‘fruit and
cardboard to make projects come to life
vegetable market,’” says Olshenkske.
by integrating these higher tech tools.”
DiIanni recorded the students’
Students who work on projects in
performances and the class then watched
the room not only learn content from
the videos in class.
their classroom teacher but also must
English, math, business and science
collaborate, problem solve and use both
classes have also used the room’s
creativity and critical thinking skills to
equipment for a variety of purposes as
accomplish assignments set forth by their
well.
teachers.  
“My students in introduction to
TOP: Environmental science students used the CREATebrary’s
Hummingbird robotics kits to bring their green housing ideas business used the CREATebrary to create
“It is my job to plan and design
to life. BOTTOM: English students used the room’s green
projects with teachers that will utilize
3D products and sell to the staff and
screen to make their own movie trailer.
the material in the space and take their
other students,” says business instructor
content and apply it to a project-based learning experience for
Kelli Heberle. “They spent time researching products, surveying
their students,” says DiIani. “Students are charged with designing
students as to what they would want to purchase, and learning
and implementing knowledge of their content in new and creative
about the process of making a product and selling them.”
ways.”  
Christina Ferko’s college in high school environmental science
For instance, teachers Bridgett Budda and Nichole Gutt, who
class used the classroom’s Hummingbird robotics kits to create
co-teach a film and/as literature course - used the IDEA
indicators for model home designs featuring energy-saving
CREATebruary to explore films through various genres. In the
designs. Their models included LED lights to represent LED
course, students are tasked with analyzing how each genre has
bulbs, motors for wind turbines and vibrations for Energy Star
unique markers and characteristics.
appliances.

Stay up to date at www.montourschools.com!
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Governor invites Tina Frank to Harrisburg
Chemistry instructor Tina Frank was one of 12 teacher of the
“His whole belief is that if you have an
year finalists invited to hear Gov. Tom Wolf’s budget address
educated society you can make your society
in Harrisburg on Feb. 6. Frank was
better,” says Frank.
nominated by the Pennsylvania chapter of
“That’s what he believes.
the National Network of State Teachers
If you invest in educating
of the Year for the honor last year. The
the people in Pennsylvania
winner was announced in December.
they’ll go out and make jobs
In his address, Wolf spoke about the
and make Pennsylvania a
importance of investing in education
better place.”
and how that investment will help
Frank has taught at Montour
Pennsylvania’s economy to grow. The
since 1992. She now teaches
governor’s proposed 2018-2019 budget
AP and college in high school
includes $185 million in new education
chemistry courses, as well as an
spending.
organic chemistry course. Each
“And so I knew that we couldn’t bring
year, some of her students take the
back our economy until we brought back
American Chemical Society Exam
Tina Frank poses for a picture with Gov. Tom Wolf and first and at least one or two win cash
our public education system,” Wolf said
lady of Pennsylvania Frances Wolf.
in his address. “I knew that businesses
awards. Three of her students who
would not invest in Pennsylvania until Pennsylvania invested in its have taken the exam have also qualified to try out for the
schools.”
International Chemistry Olympiad.
Following the governor’s budget address, Frank attended a
In 2008, Frank formed the Cure Finders club at the high
lunch at the Pennsylvania Governor’s Mansion with the rest of the
school after she was diagnosed with cancer. The group,
teacher of the year nominees. She says the teachers were among
which is largely made up of students, has raised over
about eight different groups represented at the luncheon and
$120,000 for cancer research. Frank has also both chaired
that, following the lunch, teachers had some time to talk with the
and served as a spokesperson for the Pittsburgh Susan G.
governor personally.
Komen Race for the Cure.

Montour to perform “Once Upon a Mattress” in April
Montour will perform the musical “Once Upon a Mattress” for
“I think the group of kids we’ve had in the past four
its spring musical this April. The show opens April 20 and will
years…they’re pretty funny and we just want to work in to
play throughout that weekend, with a matinee on April 22. It picks their wheel house,” says Flordine. “If we have a lot of funny
up the following weekend on April
kids, we want to pull that out.”
26 through 28. Evening shows start at
Flodine says that when they
7:30 p.m.
first pitched the idea of a musical
Not unlike Montour’s past three
based on a fairy tale to students,
musicals, “Once Upon a Mattress” is
they were skeptical, until they
a comedy. It satirizes Hans Christian
realized that the musical was
Andersen’s fairy tale “The Princess
actually a parody. The production
and the Pea.” Junior Alex Mannino
is rife with jokes and features big
Alex Mannino (at center) rehearses with the rest of the cast of this dance numbers like the Spanish
plays the lead role of Princess
Winifred as she attempts to win over year’s musical “Once Upon a Mattress.”
Panic.
a fictional medieval kingdom ruled by a cruel queen. Senior Zach
For the first time, Mannino and Zapico are stepping into
Zapico plays the role of Sir Harry, the son the Queen Aggravain,
lead roles. This is also Zapico’s first musical. Mannino,
who finds himself in a difficult situation.
who has performed in previous musicals, is a longtime
“He’s basically kind of an air head but he’s likable at the same
dance student and currently studies at the Miller School
time,” says Zapico. “He has his moments of arrogance but you still of Dance.
find a way to like him.”
Performances this year will be dedicated to the
Zapico says that anyone who’s seen the musical before will
memory of 2015 Montour graduate Alina Sheykhet,
appreciate this production’s unique twists on the classic, which
who appeared in a number of Montour productions
was first performed in 1959.
during her time as a student. Sheykhet played the role
“If you’ve seen ‘Once Upon a Mattress’ before, it’s not exactly
of Linda in Montour’s production of “The Wedding
the same thing,” he says.
Singer” and sang selections from “Les Miserables.”
Cara Flodine, who returns as co-director, says that comedy has
Stamatakis says she was a big part of the performance
played to this particular group of students’ strengths. She notes
community at Montour.
Montour has performed more dramatic productions in the past,
“She had a really sweet, pure voice, and that’s
including selections from “Les Miserables,” but that the chemistry who she was and it just kind of came through,”
of this particular group has led her, co-director Nick Stamatakis
says Flodine.
and producer Tammy Wyatt to lean more toward comedies.
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Trib to name two seniors outstanding citizens
Two high school seniors have been selected as
recipients of the 2018 Trib Total Media Outstanding
Young Citizen Award. Mikayla Ulizzi and
Cassandra Schiffhauer will both be honored with
that award at a banquet on April 18. Ulizzi was
nominated for the award by high school principal
Todd Price and Schiffhauer was nominated by high
school social studies teacher Joelene Hester.
Ulizzi is a four-year honor roll student who
was previously awarded the Jefferson Awards
Foundation Certificate Of Excellence In
Recognition Of Outstanding Youth Leadership In
Public Service. She’s also a 12-time Spartan Spirit
nominee. Ulizzi led the Freshman Leadership club
for two years and her additional club affiliations
include the Montour Association of Marketing
Advertising, the Interact Club and the Random Acts
of Kindness Club. As a member of those clubs,
Ulizzi has helped organize fundraisers, collect
food for food drives, visited nursing homes, spread
positivity throughout the school community and
served as a mentor to incoming freshmen.
This school year, Ulizzi has also served as
president of the Peer to Peer Empowerment
Program through Crisis Center North. As president,
Ulizzi has helped spearhead efforts to raise
awareness about dating violence. The organization’s
efforts followed the death of Montour alumna Alina
Sheykhet, who was a victim of dating violence.

The club has organized fundraisers and efforts in
memory of Sheykhet, raising $2,169 for the Demi
Brae Cuccia Awareness Organization and arranging
a speaking engagement by Dr. Gary Cuccia to
speak about teen dating violence.
Schiffhauer, meanwhile, has maintained a 4.0
GPA since her freshman year and last year was
inducted into the National Honor Society. She also
lettered as a member of the varsity soccer team and
was a member of the WPIAL-winning 2014 team.
Her club affiliations include serving as president
of Students Against Destructive Decisions,
the Women’s STEM program and the Global
Leadership Certificate Program.
Last school year, Schiffhauer was one of four
students chosen to attend a human-centered
design training program at the LUMA Institute
in Pittsburgh. A subsequent student-led effort has
resulted in the opening of the Speak to Me Room
at the high school. Schiffhauer, the lone student
from that group who has not yet graduated, saw the
room through to its completion last year. The room
has been outfitted and decorated in such a way to
promote mental health by giving students a safe
place to decompress from stressors at school.
In October, Schiffhauer was awarded the KDKA
Extra Effort Award by KDKA-TV sports anchor
Bob Pompeani during an assembly at the Athletic
Center.

Mikayla Ulizzi
PHOTO BY MELISSA WALLACE

Cassandra Shiffhauer
PHOTO BY MELISSA YOUNG
PHOTOGRAPHY

ARK Club partners with MyIntent on school-wide project
   The Acts of Random Kindness Club at the high school has
ordered a MyIntent maker kit so students in the ARK Club could
teamed up with MyIntent founder Chris Pan to conduct a
make their own stamped bracelets.
school-wide project based on Pan’s mission to be a catalyst for
   “But we quickly knew we wouldn’t have enough,” says
meaningful conversations and positive energy.
Marasco. “They were stamped and gone that day.”
   The project started when ARK Club sponsors
   On a whim, the teachers reached out to Pan to
Natalie Rowe and Rhonda Marasco came across the
inquire about a donation or discount. To their surprise,
MyIntent bracelets, which were made popular by
Pan emailed them back that day.
music celebrities Jay-Z and Kanye West, on social
   “He thought it was awesome that our district wanted
media. MyIntent encourages wearers of the jewelry
to make this a school-wide passion project,” says
to choose an empowering word as a daily reminder of
Marasco.
what they want to focus on every day.
   After a few email exchanges, MyIntent partnered
   For the project at Montour, students were
with Montour High School with the goal of expanding
created these
encouraged to choose their word based on a series of Students
the “What’s Your Word?” movement to other schools.
custom bracelets as part of
prompts created by MyIntent. Close to 1,000 students the “What’s Your Word?”
The company generously donated enough supplies
chose their word of intent and creatively wrote it on a campaign.
for each student and staff member at the high school.
paper circle designed to emulate the MyIntent design. The words
Daily personalized learning time sessions have since been created
have been placed on a bulletin board at the high school. English
to provide time for students to make their MyIntent bracelet or
teachers then created innovative lessons to go with the project.
keychain.
   For example, Tiffany O’Shea’s students used their words for
   The MyIntent school-wide project has been well received by
inspiration to write poetry. In the coming months, students will
students and faculty alike. Over the course of four days, over 200
have the opportunity to write short stories and lyrics based on their students stamped their word of intent on a MyIntent bracelet or
word. A collection of their work will be published at the end of
keychain.
the school year. Co-teachers Gina Ligouri and Rhonda Marasco
“We will run the MyIntent PLTs every day until each student and
encouraged their students to use their word to create a fictitious
staff member who wants to stamp their word on a token has one,”
social media post on a Google slide. Many students then chose
says Rowe.
to post their word of intent and meaningful message on social
“It’s been a powerful school-wide project; we are very grateful
media with the hashtags #MyIntent and #MontourARK.
to MyIntent for providing us this opportunity at our high school,”
   For the second part of the project, Marasco and Rowe
says Marasco.
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Students of the month for November, December and January
Each month, two students in each grade
at David E. Williams Middle School
are chosen as students of the month.
These individuals exemplify the positive
characteristics of a successful student.
November’s students of the month were
fifth-graders Quinn Dalverney and Alivia
Fisher, sixth-graders Sophie Stophel and
Maddox Tarquinio, seventh-graders Sydney
Fusco and Michael Petrick, and eighthgraders Emily Krall and Vason Stevenson.
December’s students of the month were
fifth-graders Ethan Alarcon and Reese
Janeda, sixth-graders Andie Fleck and Tyler
Roche, seventh-graders Francesca Diaz
and Tyler Chromack, and eighth-graders
Isabella Groznik and Ben Irwin.
Students of the month for January
were fifth-graders Abby Cleary and Ryan
Altenhof, sixth-graders Nia DelSanto and
Keegan O’Leary, seventh-graders Chloe
Sadowski and Adam Webber, and eighthgraders Stephanie Phillips and Diaun
Pinkett.

Students of the month
for November (ABOVE),
December (RIGHT) and
January (BELOW) are
pictured with David E.
Williams principal Dominic
Salpeck and assistant
principal Mike Marvin.

DEW raises funds for JDRF

DEW students show off a check in the amount of $4,254.11 that students raised for JDRF.

Each year, students at DEW Middle School participate in a health-related
fundraiser honoring students within the building.
This year, the organization chosen was JDRF, in honor of six students at DEW
with type 1 diabetes. The fundraiser consisted of a weeklong collection race,
where each homeroom earned a JDRF sneaker on the wall for every $20 raised.
In the end, Catherine Noel’s sixth grade homeroom raised $417.75, followed by
Christopher Hutter (fifth grade) with $354.48, Robert Lukondi (8th grade) with
$214.40, and Stacy Johnson (seventh grade) with $167.28. In total, DEW Middle
School raised $4,254.11, which is the most money raised for a middle school kids
walk in the past five years in the region.
After a kickoff assembly in honor of the event, students participated in a “walk”
during their gym classes to “get active” for diabetes. The winning homerooms in
each grade level were treated to a celebratory pizza party.

Sixth grade arcade games
Submitted by student writers
Carly Hinden and Mia Cyanovich
“The arcade game is a great opportunity
to apply geometry skills like surface area
and volume,” says teacher Michelle Vrana.
“Not only do they have fun while doing it,
but these games are working, and playable
games.”
When Vrana first introduced the project to
them, the students were excited. They had
all seen the short documentary on Caine’s
Arcade, a story about Caine Monroy and his
development of an entire arcade made out
of cardboard. The students did basically the
same thing as Caine, except DEW students
paired up and worked on one arcade game
together. Vrana gave them some cardboard
and they could bring whatever they
wanted from home to make it a better
game.
After all the students were done, they
had a big arcade because every group
made a game, and each student was
able to try out every game. All in all,
the students had a blast and learned to
think outside the “cardboard box.”

Follow David E. Williams Middle School on Twitter
@DEWMiddleSchool
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DEW boys basketball
takes NA Tournament
By Angela Fazio
This past December, the eighth grade boys basketball
team from David E. Williams Middle School took first
place in the North Allegheny Christmas Tournament.
The two-day tournament hosted teams from all over
the area.
In the first game of the tournament, Montour
defeated a very athletic Beaver Falls team. The next
day, they entered the championship game against North
Allegheny ready to play. The DEW team prevailed
in overtime by 10 points, due to a combination of
great three-point shooting and shutdown man-to-man
defense.
After the game, coach Dave Powers praised his team.
“The kids came together as a team this tournament
and played for each other. They overcame lots of
adversity in both games, showed determination and
toughness, and became champions,” he said. “Not only
that, but they learned how to play the right way on
both ends of the floor here and that launched us into a
successful season.”

DEW THEATRE
PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS…

March 22nd - March 25th

Thursday, Friday & Saturday at 7:00 pm
Sunday at 2:00 pm
DEW Middle School Auditorium
Adult Tickets: $8
Student Tickets: $6

Tickets may be purchased
in the DEW lobby on:
March 1st, 5th, 6th, 8th, 12th, 13th, and 15th
(6:00 - 7:30 pm)
Tickets will also be sold prior to all
performances (as available)
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Alexa joins MES classroom
Over the past two years, people have been finding some pretty interesting
and entertaining ways to use the Amazon Echo by unleashing the full
potential of its sophisticated, voice-activated artificial intelligence, Alexa.
After researching
the educational
applications of that
device and others,
fourth grade teacher
Megan Storer decided
to give the device
a try in her own
classroom. Now, it’s
helping her students
develop reading
comprehension, math
and social skills. It’s
also helping them
learn about social
studies, and more.
“I had discovered
the many uses of
Alexa through some
research online,” says
Storer. “I wanted to
incorporate other
technology in the
classroom where all
Students in Megan Storer’s class are using the Amazon Echo
students would be
(pictured in foreground) in a number of educational activities.
engaged at the same
time.”
While interacting with Alexa, students learn to listen not only to her but
also to each other. As well, they practice taking turns, as only one person
can talk to Alexa at a time. Storer says this helps students stay engaged in
activities since students’ turns could come at any time.
Storer says the device makes learning fun and different, providing variety
to a typical day and helping students learn from the content Alexa delivers.
“I will use her to do any activities or ‘skills,’ from giving us a fact of
the day - which leads to class discussions about the fact - to listening to or
creating stories through her directions,” Storer says.
Storer requires students to hold a squishy during their turn and will
randomly choose students using popsicle sticks so they know who to pass the
object to next.
“I also have a set of question cards where students can choose questions or
skills,” says Storer.
Typically, the class does these activities together as a whole - but Storer
says she’s exploring small group exercises as well.
Among the programs students use is a built-in program called Magic Door,
which allows users to determine the narrative of a story. Storer says students
also enjoy a reading comprehension program called Hutch Stories and
another program called Tricky Genie where students listen to a story and help
characters solve a problem.
“We use it in social studies to discuss current events or practice states and
capitols,” says Storer. “The skills have become endless and are available for
any subject that we cover.”
Storer says the Echo has become both a tool to support Montour’s rigorous
curriculum and a reward for students. Either way, she says, “students get
really excited when it is time to use her.”

MES students of the month

Pictured are students of the month of December (left) and January (above).

Each month, two students from each grade at Montour Elementary School are chosen as students of the month. These
students are chosen for exhibiting appropriate behavior, performing random acts of kindness, demonstrating improvement in
academic areas and exhibiting self control. The honor can also recognize a deserving student with a quiet disposition.
December’s students of the month were kindergarteners Lola Rodi and Samuel Higgins, first-graders Cullen McAnulty and
Rylee Dwyer, second-graders Carter Fabus and Carmen Zamboni, third-graders Victoria Smithnosky, Noah Booz and Maria
Pace, and fourth-graders Dustin Caldarelli and Gwendolyn Benton.
Students of the month for January were kindergarteners Luke Coyle and Aniya Thompkins, first-graders Simon Wovchko and
Reese Vojtecky, second-graders Isabella Green and Brenna Flint, third-graders Dominic Baron and Madelyn Lewis, and fourthgraders Diana Morris and Luke Zacharias.

MES Student Recognition Assembly
On Jan. 19, Montour Elementary School held an award
assembly at the Montour Athletic Center to honor all those
students who had been named Student of the Month or had
earned a Spartan Slip during the first semester of the year.
Spartan slips are awarded
daily to students who
demonstrate exemplary
citizenship by being kind,
helpful, or responsible
in any given situation.
Students were greeted by
high school cheerleaders
and members of Montour’s
own drum line, as well
as members from the
University of Pittsburgh
cheer squad and dance
At a recognition assembly organized
team. Roc, Pitt’s mascot,
by high school students, elementary
was also there to share in
students competed in a bag race and
received special awards.
the excitement. Activities
at the assembly included
recognition of our honored
students, both student
and staff relays organized
with the help of high
school students K’Leigh
Deubert, Sarah
Witcop, Kristina
Mazurek, Katelyn
Gamble, Ethan Diffendal,
and Alex Dewit, and a
video highlighting the first
half of the year.

MES Theme Park Mixer

There is no better
way to break up
the cold weather
blues than to have
a Theme Park
Mixer during lunch.
Students from April
Fisher’s hospitality
and tourism class
at the high school Elementary students enjoy a theme park mixer
organized by high school students.
spent five days at
MES organizing and facilitating a Theme Park Mixer, complete
with five stations modeled after several of the world’s most
iconic theme parks (Walt Disney World - Magic Kingdom and
Animal Kingdom, Legoland, Islands of Adventure - Super Hero
World, and Universal Studios - Harry Potter World.) Students
from each grade rotated through a different themed station
every day for a five-day period. Activities at each station were
geared toward lessons in kindness, teamwork, friendship,
manners and bravery. Students were able to mix and mingle
with both old and new friends as they learned, laughed and
played at each station. High school students also gained
experience with event planning as well as exploring different
areas of hospitality and tourism careers.
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VarsityAthletics

Fourteen student athletes sign letters of intent
A number of Montour’s sports teams
have finished standout seasons and student
athletes from those teams have committed
to continue their athletic careers at the
next level.
Among those signees are five senior
football players who helped lead the
Spartans to a second place finish in the
WPIAL last year. Those players and the
schools they have committed to are: Torry
Fisher, Lock Haven University; Byron
Payne, Clarion University; Brayden
Jones, Robert Morris University; Ronnie
Stevenson, Temple University; and
Kavon Morman, California University of
Pennsylvania.
After helping the boys soccer team
secure its first WPIAL championship in
school history, three players have signed
letters of intent to continue their athletic
careers in college. Seth Schleicher has
signed with Robert Morris University,
Nolan Hutter with Dayton University and
Mario Ulizzi with California University of
Pennsylvania.
Brittney Seibert has also signed a letter
of intent to continue her softball career at
Robert Morris University, where she will
play shortstop for the Colonials.
As the baseball season starts to get
underway, four seniors have signed
letters of intent. Catcher Logan Vietmeier
will attend Marietta College in Ohio.
Chris Agnew will play for Waynesburg
University as a pitcher. Cam Pies will
attend Gannon University as an outfielder.
Mike Tomchak will play for Chatham
University as pitcher.
In addition, Brody Carlin signed a letter
of intent to attend Point Park University
next school year to run cross-country and
track.

TOP: Football players (from left): Torry Fisher, Byron Payne, Brayden
Jones, Ronnie Stevenson, and Kavon Morman; SECOND FROM TOP:
Soccer players: Seth Schleicher, Nolan Hutter, and Mario Ulizzi;
THIRD FROM TOP: Baseball players: Chris Agnew, Cam Pies and
Mike Tomchak; BOTTOM LEFT: Softball player Brittney Seibert;
BOTTOM MIDDLE: Baseball player Logan Vietmeier; BOTTOM RIGHT:
Cross-country runner Brody Carlin.

Thomas joins 1,000-point club
Junior Courtney Thomas scored her 1,000th point as a member of
the Montour girls basketball team Feb. 5. She scored the first two
points of Montour’s home game against Thomas Jefferson to eclipse
that mark.
Thomas leads the team so far this season in scoring and plays both
guard and forward. As of late, she has played as the team’s primary
ball handler. A three-year starter on the team, Thomas is also a twotime, first team all-section performer. She plays soccer in the fall and
has been a two-year starter on the girls team.
Thomas is just the fourth athlete to score 1,000 points as a member
of the girls varsity basketball team. Other members of that rarified
group are Jenny Gubba, Jordan Burkes and Meghan Mastroianni.
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